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Jump. That is what P.K. has done. A totally wild, crazy jump from a restrictive life with her family into

a life of total adventureÃ¢â‚¬â€•rock-climbing out west with a guy she barely knows. At first,

everythingÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s amazing. Not only are they climbing in awesomely beautiful national parks like

Yosemite but they seem awesomely made for one another. P.K. is in heaven. And then the cops

show up . . . with an arrest warrant. And P.K. has to decide who to believe: this amazing guy whom

she trusts with her lifeÃ¢â‚¬â€•or the cops, who want her to believe that he may take her life.
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I liked this book. Written with the teenage reader in mind, explores running away, peer & family

pressure to perform in school, great climbing stories & finally a father's love. Love the back drop to

the story, Nevada and California feels real.Has good life lessons without being preachy which is a

welcome relief.

This book took me four tries before I actually sat down and read it. Not because it was terrible, but



because it was so good I lent it to my sister to read, who lent it to another co worker, who lent it to

another co worker, and so on.I love climbing; it is one of my biggest passions. So when I was first

handed this book by one of my campers, I was very much skeptical about it authenticity on the

world of climbing. But I was blown away. Not only did this book have a great story line, but also it

has so much truth. (When I first started reading this I did not realize that the author climbed.) From

the climbing to the emotions you have for your first love, it was perfect. I never wanted the story to

end. When I finally got a chance to read it, it only took me a couple hours. I could not turn the pages

fast enough. Even the ending was good. Many times I have read amazing books and get to the last

pages and it just ruin my whole experience. The only thing that I did not like about this book is that it

ended.I would recommend this book to anyone. Whether or not you are into climbing or romance

novels, this book is just sick. I use the word sick in the most amazing, spectacular, awesome, sick

way possible. So please get this book, I promise you that will be satisfied with it.

Words cannot describe how much I love this book. But since there is a minimum word count for a

review, I'll say that this book will teach you things about yourself and change the way you look at life

I am addicted to rock climbing, I spend almost all of my free time at the climbing gym and so I was

really excited to see a book about teens who climb. Often enough it is passed off as being not a

"real sport". I started reading and was immediately enthralled with P.K. and Critter's lives. The

author hits all of the slang head on, but people who don't climb can still understand what she's

talking about. Tis is definitely a book you should buy, even if you have never climbed in your life you

will be swept up by the story.

All I can say is please please read this book. I was blown away by the characters and Elisa Carbone

style of writing is flawless! It was on my wish list for ages, and my only regret is that I wish I read this

sooner.This story blew me away! P.K and Critter and what they went through in life had me

laughing, had me crying but most of all gave me hope. I will definately read this story again and

again and again....it's that good ;)

This is such an enjoyable book. The main characters were really interesting and the events leading

up to their journey together were too. All the details about rock climbing were fascinating and I have

a new respect for people who are into that. The book wasn't deep or life changing but definitely

heartwarming and fun. I finished it with a smile.



Loved this! It was different than I had originally thought it was going to be but I still really enjoyed

reading this book!!

Even though I have no experience with climbing, I was impressed with the unique characters,

especially with what our male character brought to the story. Interesting ideas, beautiful journey...

you will fall in love with these characters and their adventure.
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